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11 March 2012 
 
Daran Ponter daran.ponter@gw.govt.nz  
Judith Aitken Judith.aitken@gw.govt.nz  
Paul Bruce paul.bruce@gw.govt.nz    
 
 
Dear Wellington constituency councilors,  (Please pass this on as necessary) 
 
It was a pleasure seeing you at a public gathering at the Karori Community Centre on Saturday 3 
March where the theme seemed to be missed opportunities.  
 
Given some encouragement was given for people present to put their thoughts through to you 
directly given the limitation of the online form and lack of alternatives, I trust that sending this allied 
submission might be ‘acceptable’. 
 
As you heard at the meeting there was a strong, and shared, sentiment from those gathered that 
more considered thinking be given to the ramifications of the proposal to consolidate routes 18 and 
21 into a new route 16.  
 
Subsequent to this meeting one local bus user (not me) has been pointing out via a handout to 
regular users of the 18 that they should be very concerned about issues such as accessibility to a 
route that goes to the Hospital for people from low decile households and ageing population in 
particular. A route that, as you heard, has the distinct advantage that it bypasses the Golden Mile/ 
central CBD.  
 
My view takes in another issue because I frequently commute to work on either/both an 18 and 21 
(alternately according to which one I can get a seat on!, and so-called off peak on a 3). My experience 
of full loading on both highlights the ill effects that will be compounded if frequency for the new 
merged 16 is left at 30 minutes during peak usage, most especially if that occurs in the morning.  
 
The flawed thinking clearly stems from the work by M R Cagney. If the modelling process (p62) they 
used was about reassigning existing passengers to the new network and identifying any segments 
where service would be overloaded if the new network were implemented, why couldn’t some genius 
figure out that merging 18 and 21 would worsen what is an existing problem with overcrowding? 
 
Let me illustrate the thinking that seems to have been missed. Ah, let’s put those two routes 
together, let’s not factor in the university students who use it, let’s not increase the frequency but put 
less buses on (30 minutes), let’s ignore the high useage by peak commuters and let’s expect this to 
work out just fine.  
 
This just makes a mockery of the assertion that additional peak frequency would be assigned to high-
use segments to eliminate these risks. (The other segment that is a bottleneck being Tinakori Rd). 
 
The summary for Routes 16 and 17 in the M R Cagney report are misleading and I believe that has 
probably bled into the way that GW’s material has been misleading as well. The costing spreadsheet 
makes the morning frequency issue more apparent, and all this on a secondary route that doesn’t 
even get any weekend service (the only one that doesn’t on the spreadsheet). It’s a missing layer.  
 
The misleading reference to an all-day 15 minute frequency between Wellington Station and 
Zealandia (16 & 17) is not much use for loyal bus riding Karori-ites. Zealandia is NOT a destination, or 
is that GW’s intent? (Park and ride?) 
 
Having now read back across the build up of documents from last year I would agree fully with user 
stakeholders in the March 2011 report that issues of buses arriving on time and reliability around 
arriving to work on time – and getting home in time - are reasonable and vital to having a good day in 
the world of Public Transport (PT) and some enhanced, rather than, diminished quality of life.  
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Reading the M R Cagney report was enlightening. Very glad that, on page 54, the remark is made that 
the reliability and attractiveness of CBD bus services through the Golden Mile during the peak 
commute period is a concern.  
 
Surely such astute observers should also have commented that the commuter peak in the morning 
are not matched by similar numbers of buses at the peak at the other end of the day when “unusually 
heavy passenger boardings” clog up the footpaths and again makes being a downtrodden cattle-truck 
riding Karori-ite Wellingtonian a miserable experience indeed.  
 
The Golden Mile (so-called) is what it is in the morning. What’s of most concern I’ve found has been 
the getting home leg, where wait times and overcrowding have more of an impact on making the 
experience of being a Wellingtonian (Karori-ite) a markedly sub-optimal experience (as someone 
commented on 3 March, it almost makes you want to be an Aucklander!!). The total transit time of 
wait, ride, walk means it takes an hour on some days to get from Manners St to city-end Karori.  
 
The local knowledge of the consultants often seemed extremely poor and uninformed and at times 
embarrassingly so. The two way operation of Featherston Street, mmm WCC read the report first? It’s 
laudable to champion frequency as freedom and to laud Wellington as a place with no geographic 
obstacles, as is done in the report, but also laughable for anyone for whom frequency is going to be 
shot in the foot and for whom difficult topography IS Wellington.  
 
Karori is indeed a core area based on historic public transport dominance and it should be a PT 
success story. It’s good to know that the consultants see steep hill chokepoints as an advantage and 
to have noted that Wellington is especially rich in these. In the case of Karori it may look 
straightforward on a 2D map but it’s a relatively isolated high valley of a location nonetheless.  
 
But for the fact I can’t walk in a suit to the CBD I would still be walking to work, on most days, and 
reaping the benefits of that. To be asked then in the online response to the proposal whether the 
proposal will affect usage of buses (more, less, the same) is almost a final insult. The majority don’t 
want to depend on cars, or can’t, and don’t have any bloody choice but to continue to use buses – 
more, or less or the same.  My journey to productive employment, aka job, is something more than a 
desire to reach one of the “destinations of regional interest” listed by M R Cagney (the CBD, Victoria 
University at Kelburn, Wellington Hospital). All I want, and my daughter who is at University wants, is 
to live in a liveable city where a shuttle-like service that takes advantage of our compact urban form is 
a NO-BRAINER and where the supply of transport is commensurate with demand. ‘One cars’ (cars 
with one passenger) out of and into Karori will always win the day otherwise.  
 
Other processes such as the Requirements for Urban Buses (RUB) may tick a few technically framed 
boxes every few years, but what about getting with the programme and ensuring we meet 
Requirements for Urban Passengers the point of emphasis. Incremental and backward fiddling ain’t 
gonna create PRIDE in PT.  
 
I was not alone at the public gathering on 3rd March in talking and agreeing with others present 
afterwards about the sheer lack of client/customer focus in the way that this has all been presented. 
As you heard, many of us just want to be respected for the PT choice we make everyday. Many of us 
also support drivers who go out of their way (sometimes illegally in the sense of gross overcrowding) 
to pack up the cattle trucks they drive and in which elderly people and those with limited mobility are 
at risk of being most poorly served. And yet that situation will worsen for the 16 route if existing 
routes 18/21 are simply jammed together with no change in frequency. Comprendez? It’s the illusion 
of a ‘improvement’ you get with no original thinking applied to a known problem.  
 
One last thing, if changes from the Wellington Bus Review are, as NZTA states, just shorter-term and 
operational compared to the Wellington Spine Study happening in parallel, which they say is more 
strategic, what confidence can an average punter like me have that GW is actually “in charge”? 
 


